DURING THE LAST FEW YEARS, ANTI-MÜLLERIAN HORMONE (AMH) HAS EMERGED AS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CLINICAL MARKERS FOR OVARIAN RESERVE IN ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNIQUES (ART). IT HAS A STRONG CORRELATION WITH THE NUMBER OF FOLLICLES, IT IS OPERATOR INDEPENDENT, CAN PREDICT REPRODUCTIVE LIFESPAN, AND IT IS USEFUL AS A BASELINE ASSESSMENT PRECEDING OVARIAN STIMULATION FOR INDIVIDUALIZING THE THERAPEUTIC STRATEGY. THROUGH PARACrine MEDICATION, AMH CONTRIBUTES TO CONTROL FOLLICULAR DEVELOPMENT FROM A RESERVE OF PRIMORDIAL FOLLICLES ESTABLISHED EARLY IN LIFE (1) AND ITS PRODUCTION SEEMS TO BE INDEPENDENT OF FOLLICULAR STIMULATING HORMONE (FSH).

AMH HAS BEEN CONSIDERED AN OVARian RESERVE MARKER THAT CAN BE MEASURED INDEPENDENTLY OF THE CYCLE PHASE WITH MINIMAL FLUCTUATIONS IN THE MENSTRUAL CYCLE (2). INITIALLY, THOSE FLUCTUATIONS WERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ANALYTICAL VARIABILITY. HOWEVER, RECENT STUDIES HAVE REVEALED IMPORTANT INTRA- AND INTERCYCLE VARIATIONS AND DURING OVARIAN STIMULATION FOR ART THAT CANNOT BE EXPLAINED ONLY BY ANALYTICAL VARIABILITY, UNDERLYING THE PRESENCE OF A BIOLoGIC AMH DYNAMIC THAT IS NOT YET FULLY UNDERSTOOD. INTER-INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ARE DEPENDENT ON SEVERAL FACTORS: ETHNICITY, HORMONAL CONTRACEPTIVE USE, BODY MASS INDEX AND SMOKING (2). HENCE, FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SAME WOMAN, INTERCYCLE AND INTRACYCLE DURING NATURAL CYCLES QUESTION WHETHER A SINGLE AMH MEASUREMENT IS ENOUGH FOR DECISION-MAKING IN OUR DAILY PRACTICE.

THE INTRACYCLE VARIATIONS DURING OVARIAN STIMULATION FOR IVF-ICSI

In women undergoing ovarian stimulation for IVF-ICSI, serum AMH levels decrease gradually during the follicular phase. This dynamic has been demonstrated in norm-responders, but also in patients with low and high ovarian reserve (3-5). These findings are similar when recombinant FSH or HP-HMG is used in both, agonist or antagonist protocols (6). After the hCG administration, the AMH levels continue to decline until the midluteal phase and the nadir seems to be approximately after 4 days of the hCG administration. Then, AMH increases and returns to baseline levels two weeks after hCG administration regardless of treatment outcome (pregnancy or not) (5-7).

AMH levels and the rate of AMH decline throughout the stimulation are correlated with IVF-ICSI outcomes as the number of total eggs retrieved, rate of metaphase II and the total number of top quality embryos (8). Moreover, Styer et al. published, as well, an association between AMH, embryo development and clinical pregnancy rates (9).

These results suggest that AMH may somehow be related not only with the quantity but also with the quality of the female gametes and therefore, to embryo quality and pregnancy outcomes. Recent publications demonstrated that age and AMH are independently related with the rates of euploid blastocysts, and there is an increased risk of miscarriage in women with low AMH at any age (10,11).

AMH VARIATIONS OBSERVED DURING THE NATURAL CYCLE

Over the past, we have been considering for a long time that AMH was stable throughout the menstrual cycle. However, nowadays, several studies have reported conflicting results on its biological variability during the natural cycle of a woman.

Initially, the AMH variations observed during the cycle were considered as analytical variability. It is true that different platforms will deliver different results depending on which molecular form of AMH is being measured, sample storage, freezing of samples, the assay protocols and manual or automated methods used (14). However, huge biological variations have been recently published that cannot be only explained because of the analysis.

During the natural cycle, serum AMH levels seem to be higher during the follicular phase than the luteal phase in women with normal, high and low ovarian reserve (15) and Hadlow et al. (16) described the total average of intraindividual AMH variability in the ovarian cycle was 20% and the biological variation was at least twice the analytical variation. Young women have a pattern of fluctuation intra-cycle that seems to be different in older women (17) and also, very short-term dynamics were described with circadian variation in AMH levels (18). Short-term inter-cycle variations have been reported as well, probably caused by a biological variation in the number of AMH-producing follicles, similarly to the inter-cycle variations showed by the antral follicle count (AFC) or the intercycle variations of the ovarian response with same stimulation protocols (19).

THE BEST MOMENT TO MEASURE AMH

Nowadays, it seems clear that AMH can fluctuate during the menstrual cycle with great variations. Not only intra-cycle but also short-term inter-cycle variations that cannot be explained by the AMH-assyaying. This variability should be considered carefully, before making any decision in assisted reproductive technologies.

Hence, when should AMH is measured to obtain reliable results? Based on the variations this hormone shows during the whole cycle, it would be useful during our daily work to standardize the moment for the analysis, as the results for our patients will be more homogeneous. As a routine, we perform the AFC during the first days of the cycle, before starting the ovarian stimulation, so we visualize by ultrasound the follicles that would be expected to respond to the medication. However, a complete evaluation including both ovarian markers, AMH and AFC during the early follicular phase, will provide accurate information about the ovarian reserve, the prognosis of blastocysts, and embryos.
the ovarian stimulation and will be helpful to decide a tailored dosage of medication for each patient. The balance between activating and opposing factors at the start of each cycle will produce a different number of follicles available for the stimulation every month, and that would be an appropriate moment for AMH to predict ovarian response more accurately. In recent publications, basal AMH levels on days 1-3 of cycle show a good correlation with the number of oocytes retrieved, number of metaphase II (MII) and number of fertilized oocytes (4,8). It is clear than further investigations evaluating the dynamics for AMH and its correlations with treatment outcomes should be developed but, as a routine in our daily practice, to measure AMH during the early follicular phase and to correlate the results with the antral follicle count would be useful in order to provide adequate information and accurate results for the ovarian stimulation during the IVF-ICSI treatments.

CONCLUSION

Anti-Müllerian Hormone is an important marker for ovarian reserve and egg quality, but shows important variability during the natural cycle and during ovarian stimulation for IVF-ICSI treatments. To standardize the analysis during the first days of the cycle will provide homogeneous measurements and more accurate information to individualize our advice for couples undergoing fertility treatments.
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